Company Profile
An effective Partnership with the client is the foundation of Diversified Logistics ’’ Philosophy.
To realize this objective it is necessary to have a tested structure, of highly motivated, expert, competent,
and flexible staff, a network of trusted agents and associates together with the most qualified human
resources. The knowledge that the services supplied by our company gives our client a real competitive
edge makes us more determined to achieve the highest standards of service independent of the type or size
of merchandise and the transport required. Our success depends on our strong commitment to serve you,
with pride and confidence. Very much in the same way, as you care for your produce…
Our Vision
To be the most diversified, trusted and economical logistics solutions provider, in the region.
Our Mission
To build a culture of mutual respect and inspire progress in our Industry.
To provide a competitive and high quality of services, customized to each client’s needs.
The company
Diversified Logistics has been providing Multimodal Freight Forwarding Solutions to a great number of
clientele across various industries. Established in Mumbai, India, Diversified Logistics commenced full
operations in year 2011 to cater to the ever-growing demands for freight forwarding and logistics
requirements within the country. The company today is fully equipped with our infrastructure and
expertise to transport cargo, by Ocean, Air or Land, to any part of the world. With substantial man-years in
the industry, Diversified Logistics is certainly a great option for all your shipping and freight logistics
requirements. The complete ability to cope with any type of problem has always been a strong point of our
company. We are proud to be a solution provider rather than only being a service provider. Our clients
know that they can rely on an efficient logistics consultancy for their cargo to be delivered and collected
across the globe.
Our Expertise
With the experience of over 20 years in the industry & with a 10 years of international exposure, we dedicate
ourselves to provide expertise with utmost professionalism. Diversified Logistics will not leave any stone
unturned when it comes to customer satisfaction. Our focus has always been in ensuring our customers a
economical single-stop solution.
Diversified Logistics provides a host of services which includes:
Ocean Freight
Having started operations with the expertise in handling only LCL Consolidation and FCL shipments,
today, Diversified Logistics has certainly grown to be anyone’s best bet in the industry I handling projects.
Our networks across various parts of the globe along with our relationship with leading liners have ensured
smooth handling of various types of cargos.
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Air Freight Handling
Standing to our name, we have diversified our expertise in Airfreight handling of Imports and Exports very
much to the satisfaction of our valued customers. With Mumbai as a hub for most of the trade of the
western region in India, the services of world class cargo lines have ensured the mode a great success.
Diversified Logistics today has the privilege of working with some of the top air lines ensuring an efficient
and economical airfreight services.
Land Transportation
The traditional mode of using road has improved substantially in this part of the world.
Diversified Logistics provides the expertise of carrying your cargo by road trough out India, be it Full loads
or Groupage.
Projects Handling
India having stepped into the industrial age is rapidly progressing to its pinnacle of Infrastructural growth.
Having the expertise to handle projects related cargos require a great deal of experience, professionalism
and dedication. At Diversified Logistics, we take utmost care when it comes to handling any project
shipments. We work with international standards at locals costs.
Our Network
Over the years Diversified Logistics has a proven track record with its customers on the service rendered by
its efficient network of its branch offices & agent established within the country & across the globe. We have
a strong presence at Chennai, Delhi, Mundra, Calcutta, Katmandu, Sydney, Shanghai, Ningbo, Qingdao,
Singapore, Port Klang, Jakarta, Dhaka, Colombo, Karachi, Tehran, Umm Qasar, Kuwait, Bahrain, Dammam,
Doha, Dubai, Muscat, Mombasa, Dar-e-salam, Durban, Luanda, Pointe-Noire, Douala, Lagos, Cotonou,
Lome, Accra, Valencia, Genoa, Le Harve, Felixstowe, Rotterdam, Hamburg, New Arc, Los Angeles,
Vancouver, Santos.
Value added Services
Today’s freight forwarders must be in a position to offer a full range of ancillary services.
We hope to provide our client an insight into all the value added services:
 Assured quality and personalized services.
 Customer friendly staff.
 Consistent Shipping update.
 Immediate response and information flow.
 Door-to-Door Services.
‘Diversified Logistics remains committed to manage the distribution of your goods and avail real time
information, with the highest level of personalized services’’
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